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Register for the exam!

Deadline: October 14th
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Please fill in the course evaluation

Will appear in Studentportalen in the foreseeable future
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An error!

An error crept into the slides on Real Time Communication.

The formula given for response-time analysis of messages
on a CAN bus is potentially unsafe. It was first presented
in 1994, but shown to be incorrect in 2007.

What?

Read all about in Controller Area Network (CAN) schedulability analysis:
Refuted, revisited and revised (Davis et al., 2007)
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11241-007-9012-7
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11241-007-9012-7


What was wrong?

The (incorrect) formula calculates the response time of the
first job/message in a busy period with synchronous re-
leases of higher priority jobs and maximum blocking by
some lower priority job.

What does the incorrect analysis do?

That first job has the worst-case response time under pre-
emptive FP scheduling, but not necessarily under non-
preemptive FP scheduling. A CAN bus is always non-
preemptive.

Why is that wrong?
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How to fix it?

To correctly find the worst-case response time of a task,
we have to calculate the response time of all jobs from
that task in a busy period, and take the maximum. This
can be done by applying a slightly modified variant of the
original formula repeatedly.

Correct response-time analysis

(Usually the first job/message has the worst-case response time.)
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Now

First: Questions & (hopefully) answers

Then: A closer look at an old exam from 2011.
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Good luck at the exam!
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